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Abst ract - -We characterize best simultaneous approximation from convex sets, in terms of one- 
sided Gateaux derivatives, using the gl and ~oo vectorial norms, in a general setting and in L 1 . In L 1 , 
we give necessary and sufficient conditions for uniqueness. We show that p-type modulus of convexity 
implies order p-strong unicity of the best ~oo simultaneous approximation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper integrates two recent trends in approximation theory. A theme in the development 
of the non-linear theory is the attempt o extend the linear theory (in which the approximating 
set is a linear subspace of a normed linear space) to the case where the approximating set is 
only assumed to be convex. One of the goals of the present paper is to extend, in this way, 
several of the theorems in Allan Pinkus' influential book on L 1 approximation [1]. Another 
trend in approximation theory has been the study of vector-valued functions. A wide-ranging 
exposition of this field, also by Allan Pinkus, can be found in [2]. A special case of vector-valued 
approximation is simultaneous approximation, in which the best approximation vector is required 
to have the form (u(x) , . . . ,  u(x)). The present paper is a study of the simultaneous approximation 
of two elements of a normed linear space from a set that is convex, but not necessarily linear. 
The particular spaces considered are L 1 and uniformly convex Banach spaces of power type p, 
1 < p < c~ (which include the spaces LP). 
There are two common approaches to the characterization f best approximation. One is 
functional-analytic, and involves a theorem derived from the Hahn-Banach Theorem. The other 
is more classically analytic, and involves the use of the one-sided Gateaux derivative of the norm. 
These two approaches are efficiently motivated and described in Chapter 1 of [1], where the use 
of the Gateaux derivative is heuristically described as a "generalized perturbation technique." 
The present paper makes extensive use of the one-sided Gateaux derivative. 
Suppose that (X, I1" II) is a Banach space, and that K is a closed convex subset of X. Suppose f 
and g are fixed elements of X. With an appropriately defined vectorial norm I]1' III, (X x X, ]11" III) 
is a Banach space. For example, given a norm I1' II0 on R 2, let 
[l{(f,g)[ll := tl([[fil, [IgII)ll0. 
Then I11' ]1[ is a norm on X × X. 
The necessary condition in Theorem 5.1 (in the case where the norm is smooth and the approximating set 
is a subspace) was made known to the authors by A. Egger. The authors also wish to acknowledge valuable 
conversations with M. Prophet. 
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Commonly used vectorial norms on X x X are defined as follows, for (x, y) E X x X, 
I l l (z ,  y)lll, - -  [llzll p + IiyiiP] l ip 1 ~ p < oo, (i) 
Ill(z, y)[ll~ = max(llz[I, IlyII) p = ~.  
Define a function g2 : X --+ R by ff~(k) = IIl(f - k,g - k)lll. An element z E K is said to be 
a best simultaneous approximation of f and g from K if ~(z) = inf{ffg(k) : k E K}. If II1" IIIp is 
as defined in (i), we call z a best iV-simultaneous approximation of f and g from K. It is known 
that if X is a Banach space, then X x X with the gP vectorial norm is also a Banach space. 
The following two theorems were early results in the line we are following. Theorem 1.1 was 
proved in [3] and Theorem 1.2, which was proved in [4], is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  X is a uniformly convex Banach space and K is a closed convex subset of X ,  
then any two elements f and g E X have a unique best ~°°-simultaneous approximation from K. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a normed linear space and let G be a subspace of X .  Consider any two 
elements f and g E X ,  such that f ~ g ~ k(k E G) and go E G. Then go is a best gP-simultaneous 
approximation to f and g if and only if there exist elements hi, h2 E X* with the properties 
1 1 
][hli[ q q-[[h211 q = 1, - -b - = 1, 
P q 
hi(g) + h2(g) = 0, for all g E G, 
and 
h l ( f  - go) + h2(g - go) = [Hf - goll p + I[g - goIIP] l ip 
One goal of this paper is to characterize the best gl_ and g~-simultaneous approximation of f 
and g by an element of K in terms of one-sided Gateaux derivatives. Compared to Theorem 1.2, 
the characterizations given below are more concrete because the Gateaux derivative i8 elementary. 
We will go on to consider characterization a d uniqueness in the case where X = L 1. Finally, we 
will show that p-type modulus of convexity of the norm implies order p-strong uniqueness of the 
best goo simultaneous approximation. It is the authors' belief that much of the theory of individual 
approximation can be generalized to the simultaneous context using the characterization theorems 
given in the present paper. 
2. BEST  g l -S IMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 
In this section, we characterize best il-simultaneous approximation i terms of Gateaux deriv- 
atives. We assume that (X, II II) is a Banach space. We first introduce the definition and some 
notations. 
Let f, gEX.  If 
lim IIf + tgiI - Iifil 
t--~0 t 
exists, then the limit is said to be the Gateaux derivative of the norm at f in the direction g. 
Such limits do not necessarily exist. However the one-sided Gateaux derivatives always exist due 
to the following Lemma from Pinkus [1]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f ,g  E X ,  and set 
r(t) = IIf + tglI - IIfII 
t 
On (0, c~), r(t) is a non-decreasing function of t  and is bounded below. 
Hence for f, g E X, if we set 
T+(f,g) = lira Ilf + tgll - [Ifll 
t - ,0+ t ' 
then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that r+(f,g) exists for every f ,g  E X.  The following theorem 
characterizes best £1-simultaneous approximation. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Assume that K is a convex subset of X .  Then w is a best tX-simultaneous 
approximation to f and g from K i f  and only i f  T+(f  -- W,W -- h) + T+(g -- W,W -- h) >_ 0 for all 
hEK .  
PROOF. Assume that  w is a best approximation to f and g from K.  By the definition 
• ( (1  - t)w +th) > qJ(w), 
i.e., 
[If - w + t(w - h)]l + Ilg - w + t(w - h)ll ~ Ilf - wll + IIg - wll 
for every h E K and 0 < t < 1. Hence letting t ~ 0, we have 
T+(f  -- w ,w- -  h) + T+(g-- w ,w- -  h) >0 
for all h E K .  
Conversely, assume T+(f  -- W, W -- h) + "c+(g - w, w - h) >_ 0 for all h E K .  From Lemma 2.1, 
r(t)  is a nondecreasing function of t on (0,oo). Setting t = 1, we have 
Ill - hll + Ilg 7- hll - Ill - wll - IIg - wll ~ T~(f - h ,w  - h) + T+(g - h ,w - h) > O. 
Thus, ~(h)  > kV(w) for all h E K.  I 
I t  is apparent hat  Theorem 2.2 can be extended to the best el-simultaneous approximation of 
more than two elements. 
3.  BEST  g l -S IMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION IN  L 1 
In the present section, we restrict our attention to the case where X -- L 1. Suppose that  C is 
a set, E is a a-field of subsets of C, and # is a positive measure on E. By L I (C ,#) ,  we denote 
the set of all real valued, #-integrable functions, and we let 
[Iflla := f If(x)l d#(x). 
C 
Then L I (C,  #), with the norm I[" II1, is a Banach space. 
For each f E L I (C ,#) ,  let Z( f )  = {x[ f (x )  = 0} and N( f )  = C \Z( f ) .  We define 
1, 
sgn(f (x) )  = 0, 
--1, 
f (x)  > O, 
f (x)  = O, 
f (x)  < O. 
Using Theorem 2.2, we can easily generalize a theorem stated by Pinkus (Theorem 2.1 in [1]) 
characterizing L l -approximation.  We note that  Deutsch (page 100 in [5]) gave a functional- 
analytic proof of this theorem when the approximating set is convex. The following theorem is 
a generalization of this result from individual to simultaneous approximation. Its proof uses the 
one-sided Gateaux derivative. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a dosed convex set and f ,g  E L I (C ,#)  \ K .  Then w is a best ~1_ 
simultaneous approximation to f and g from K i f  and only i f  
i,.<,-.,+.,.-.,.-.,..-Oi+ i),-.,.. 
c ( ) Z(g-w) 
for a11 h ~ K .  
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PROOF. By definition 
T+( f - -w ,w- -h )= lim I I f -w+t(w-h) l l l - I I f -w l ] l  
t--*O+ t 
For t > O, 
I I f -w+t(w-h) l l x -  I I f -wl [~ ,/ = ~ (If -w+t(w-h) l - l f  -wl)d lz  
C 
= f Ih -w ld# 
z(y-w) 
+ -i (if - w + t(h - w)l - If - wl) d#. 
N(/-w) 
On N( f  - w) 
and 
I f  - w + t (w  - h)i - If - wl 
~ Iw - h I 
If - w + t(w - h)l - if - wl If - w + t(w - h)l  2 - I f  - wl 2 
t(I f -  w + t(w - h)l + I f -  wl) 
_ 2 ( f -w) (w-h)+t lh -w l  2 
I f -  w + t(w - h)l -t- I f -  wl " 
Thus on N( f  - w), 
lim I f -w+t(w-h) l - l f -w l  = 2( f -w) (w-h)  
t-,o+ t 2If - w I 
= sgn(f - w)(w - h). 
Applying Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain that 
7+( f -w ,w-h)= f Iw-h ld#+ fsgn( f -w) (w-h)d# 
Z( f  --w) C 
Z(f -w) c 
Similarly, 
T+(g- -w,w- -h )= / ]w-h ld#+/sgn(g -w) (w-h)d# 
Z(a-w) C 
= f Iw-h ld#- /sgn(g -w) (h -w)d#.  
Z(g-w) C 
Therefore, the theorem follows from Theorem 2.2. This completes the proof. | 
It is apparent that Theorem 3.1 can be extended to the best gl-simultaneous approximation of
more than two elements. 
We now turn our attention to the uniqueness of the ~Lsimultaneous L 1 approximation. The 
following lemma generalizes the necessary condition of Proposition 2.4 in [1] in two directions: 
from a linear approximating set to one which is only assumed to be convex; and from individual 
to simultaneous approximation. 
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( 
(sgn(f  - w) + sgn(g - w)) (w' - w) dis = / [ 
c \z(/-w) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a convex subset of Ll(C,#) and f,g c Li(C,  IS). Assume w is a best el_ 
simultaneous approximation off  and g from K. If w ~ E K, w' # w, is also a best ~l-simultaneous 
approximation of f and g from K, then 
+ f )l '- ldis 
Z(g-w) 
PROOF. Note that 
I l l  - ~oil, + I Ig  - ~11, = S sgn( f  - w)(f - w) dis -f- f sgn(g - w)(g - w) dis 
C C 
= f sgn( f  - w)(f - w')dis + f sgn( f  - w)(w' - w)dis 
C C 
+ S sgn(g - w)(g - w')dis + i sgn(g - w)(w' - w)dlz. 
C C 
Since w is a best simultaneous approximation, Theorem 3.1 implies that  
i (sgn(f  - w) + sgn(g - w)) (w' - w) dis < 
C 
By (i) and (ii), 
f + f )I '- ldis 
z(f -~) Z(g-~) 
(i) 
(ii) 
f f 
I l l  - ~11, ÷ IIg - Wil l  G ] sgn( f  - w)(f - w')d~ ÷ ] sgn(g - w) (g  - w') d# 
J 
C C 
( ) Z (g -w)  
= i sgn( f -w) ( f -w ' )d#+ i sgn(g-w)(g-w')dis 
N(f  -w) N(g-w) 
0/. J '"' + + Iw' - w I d# ( ) z(9-w) 
<- i ,f - w'] d# + i 'g - w'l d# 
N( f -w)  N(g-w) 
+ i n f -w"+ i ,g-w' id# 
z(l-w) z(~-~) 
= I l l  - w'll l  + IIg - d i l l .  
Since w and w' are each best simultaneous approximations of f and g, IIf - wlla + IIg - wil l  = 
I l l  - w'llx + [Ig - w'lll. Hence, (i) and (iii) imply that 
i sgn(f-w)(f-w')d#+ i sgn(g-w)(g-w')du+f(sgn(y-w)+sgn(g-w))(w'-w)d. 
N(f  --w) N(g--w) C 
: 
N(S-w ) N(g-w) ( ) Z(g-w) 
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Since sgn(f - w)( f  - w') < If - w'[ and sgn(g - w)(g - w') < {g - w'[, it follows from (ii) that 
f (sgn(/- w) 
C 
+sgn(g-w))(w'-w)d#= (Z/w +( ) z(.-w)/ ) lw'-wid# 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
From Lemma 3.2, we obtain a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the best lLsimultaneous 
L 1 approximation, which generalizes Corollary 2.5 in [1]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a convex subset of L 1 ( C, #) and w a best ~l-simultaneous approximation 
of f and g from K. Assume that 
c ( ) z(g-w) 
for ali h E K, h # w. Then the best gl-simultaneous approximation o f f  and g from K is unique. 
4. BEST  g l -S IMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION IN  gl n 
In the present section, we specialize Section 3 to the case where the measure # is purely atomic. 
Let C := {1, . . . ,  n}. Then approximation i LI(C, #) corresponds to approximation i the vector 
space R ~. 
For greater generality, we consider an arbitrarily weighted / t norm. Let 
T = {t : t  : ( t l , " "  , tn) , t i > O, i = 1 , ' " ,  n}. 
Every t E T is called a weight. On R n, we define the ~ (t)-norm given by 
n 
i= l  
where x = (Xx, '"  ,xn) E R n. Thus, the context of the present section is LI(C,#),  where 
C :-- {1, . . . ,  n} and # is the "counting" measure corresponding to the weight t. We shall show 
that the result of Theorem 3.3 is in fact a characterization for uniqueness of best simultaneous 
approximation i the space g~(t). 
An application of Theorem 3.1 yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a closed convex set and f, g E R" \ K. Then w is a best iLsimultaneous 
approximation to f and g from K in the i l (t)-norm if and only if 
~(sgn(fi-wi)-Fsgn(gi-wi)(hi-wi)ti~-(z~(f-+E)lhi-wilti=x iE w) iEZ(g-w) 
for ali h E K. 
An application of Theorem 3.3 yields. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a convex subset o fR  ~ and w be a best gLsimultaneous approximation 
o f f  and g from K in the l~(t)-norm. Assume that 
) E (sgn(fi - wi) + sgn(gi - wi)) (hi - wi)ti < + E ]hi - wilti 
i=l iE w) iEZ(g-w) 
for all h E K, h # w. Then the best ll-simultaneous approximation of f and g from K is unique. 
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 6.4 in [1]. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let K be a convex subset o fR  '~, f ,g  E I~ n \ K ,  and t E T.  Let w be a best 
gl-simultaneous approximation o f f  and g from K in the gl(t) -norm. Assume that h E K,  h ¢ w, 
and 
(sgn(fi - wd + sgn(gi - wd  ) (hi - wdt~ = + ~ [hi - wilt1. (i) 
i=1 ie w) iEz(g-w) 
Then there exists an e0 > 0, such that for every e E [0, e0), (1 - e)w + eh is a best t l -s imultaneous 
approximation of f and g from K.  
PROOF. Since C is finite, there exists an e0 > 0 such that, for all e E [0, e0), 
sgn(f~ - wi) = sgn(fi - wi + e(wi - hi)) (ii) 
for every i E N( f  - w), and 
sgn(gi - wi) = sgn(gi - wi + e(wi - hi)) (iii) 
for every i E N(g  - w). Thus, for every such e, 
[if - w + e(w - h)llt + Ilg - w + e(w - h)llt - [if - wilt - ][g - wilt 
n 
= E sgn(fi  - w1 + e(wi - hi))( f i  - wi + e(wi - hi))ti 
i=1 
+ ~ sgn(gi - w1 + e(wi - hi))(gi - w~ + e(wi - hi))ti 
i=1 
n n 
- E sgn(fi  - wi)( f i  - wi)ti - E sgn(gi - wi)(gi - wi)ti 
*=1 /=1 
n 
= e ~ sgn(f~ - wd(wi  - h~)ti + e ~ Iwi - hdti 
i=1 iEz(s-w) 
n 
+e E sgn(gi - wi)(wi - hi)ti + e E Iwi - hilt1 
i=1 iEZ(g-w) 
n 
= -e~--~sgn(f i  - w~)(h~ - wi)t~ +e ~ Ihi - wilt~ 
i=1 iEZ(f  -w)  
n 
- cEsgn(g i -w~)(h i -w i ) t i+c  E Ih i -wdt i=O 
~=1 iEZ(g-w) 
where the second equality follows from (ii) and (iii), and the last from (i). 
Therefore, (1 - e)w + eh is a best ~l-simultaneous approximation of f and g from K.  | 
Based on Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following theorem characterizing the 
uniqueness of the best el-simultaneous approximation in the / l ( t ) -norm.  It generalizes Theo- 
rem 6.5 in [1]. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let K be a convex subset of R n, f, g E R n \ K .  Then w is the unique best 
~l-simultaneous approximation of f and g from K in the ~( t ) -norm if and only if 
for all h E K,  h ¢ w. 
I t  is apparent hat  Theorem 4.4 can be extended to the best el-simultaneous approximation of 
more than two elements. 
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5. BEST g~-S IMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 
In this section, we assume that (X, II' [[) is a uniformly convex Banach space, and that K is 
a closed convex set of X as usual. It is known from Theorem 1.1 that the best g~-simultaneous 
approximation exists and is unique. We will denote it by (fg)*. We will denote by f* (resp., g*) 
the unique best individual II " II-app roximation of f (resp., g) from K. 
Amir and Ziegler [6] discovered a necessary condition for best g~-simultaneous approximation. 
A loose statement of the Amir-Ziegler condition is that (fg)* is either a relative midpoint of f and 
g (i.e., ] I f - ( fg)*] ]  = I lg-(fg)*l])  or (fg)* is either f* or g*. Suotar i  and Sahab [7] discussed the 
case where X is smooth and K is a subspace of X, and obtained a characterization of the best 
gO%simultaneous approximation of f and g. The next theorem assumes neither the smoothness 
of the norm, nor the linearity of K. 
THEOREM 5.1. In the above context, consider the following conditions: 
(1) For every h E K,  either %( f  - w ,w - h) > 0 or  T+( 9 -- ~t),w -- h)  >_ O; 
(2) I l l  - wll = Ilg - wll, 
(3) Ilg - wll < I[f - wll and w = f*, 
(4) I l l  - wll < Hg - wll and  w = g*. 
Then w = (fg)* /f and only if (1) and exactly one of (2), (3), or (4) hold. 
PROOF. Suppose first that w = (fg)*. If w does not satisfy (1), then there exists h ~ K such 
that 7+(f  - w ,w - h) < 0 and %(g  - w,w - h) < 0. Then by the definition of the Gateaux 
derivative, 
I l l -  ((1 - /3 )w +/3h)l I < I I f -  wll 
I lg - ( (1 - /~)w +/3h)l I < I lg-wN 
and 
for some ~3 E (0, 1). 
So, 
@((1 -/3)w + 3h) < @(w). 
This is a contradiction. 
If neither (2), (3), nor (4) holds, then either 
[[g-w[] < [ ] f -w[ [  (and w#f* )  or 
[ [ f -w[ [  < [ Ig-w[[ (and w#g*) .  
Since the two cases are treated similarly, we suppose the second. Since w # g* and X is strictly 
convex, we have 
llg - ( (1  - Z )w + Zg*) l l  < 119 - wit 
for every/3 E (0, 1). And since [If - w[[ <[]g - w[[ and every norm is continuous, 
I l l  - ((1 - X~o)w + ~og*)l l  < IIg - wll 
for some j30 E (0, 1). Therefore, @((1-¢~0)w+C~0g*) < @(w) for some G0 ¢ (0, 1), a contradiction. 
For the converse, suppose that (1) and (2) hold. FoI an arbitrary h E K,  either 7+(f  - w, 
W- h)  _> 0 or  T+(g-  W, w -- h) >_ O. Without loss of generality, we suppose the first. Now if we 
let 
7(t) -- [If - w + t(w - h)[] - [If - w[[ 
t 
then 7(t) is a nondecreasing function of t on (0, oc) by Lemma 2.1. Setting t = 1, we have 
[if - nil - I I f  - w]] > T+(f  - w,w - h) ~ O. 
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Thus, IIf - wll ~ IIf - hll. Now ~(w)  = max( l l f  - w[I, Ilg - w[I) = IIf - wll ~ IIf - hll 
max( l l f  - hll, 119 - hll) = ~(h) .  Since h was arbitrary, w is a best simultaneous approximat ion of 
f and 9. It  follows from the uniqueness of (f9)* that  w = (fg)*. 
Suppose that  (3) holds and h E If .  Then w = f* implies that  Ill - wll _ IIf - hll. Hence, 
• (w) = max( l l f  - wll, Iig - wll) = I I / -  wll _< IIf - hll _< max( l l f  - hll, Ilg - hll) = ffJ(h), whence 
w = (fg)* by the uniqueness of (fg)*. 
A similar argument applies if (4) holds. II 
Inspection of the above proof shows that the following is also true: If (3) or (4) holds, then 
w = (fg)*. 
Let us turn our attention now to the problem of strong unicity of best ~ simultaneous ap- 
proximation. Let S = S(X)  be the unit sphere, {x c X : Ilxll = 1}, and B = B(X)  be the closed 
unit ball, {x c X : Ilxll _< 1}. The modulus of convexity of X is a function ~ : (0,2] -~ ~0, 1] 
defined by 
6(c) = in f{1  IIx+Yl-----~I2 : x 'ycS ' l l x -Y l l ->e} 
In some sense, the modulus of convexity measures the flattest spot on the unit ball. For p > 1, 
we say that  X has modulus of convexity of power type p if there exists k c (0, oo) such that  
6(e) >_ ke p. An example of such a space is LP[O, 1], 1 < p < oc, which has modulus of convexity 
of power type max(2,p)  [8]. 
Diestel [9] (Lemma 4, p. 125) showed that 
6(e) = inf {1 -  llx + yl-----~l : x'Y ~ B ' l l x -  yl' > e} 
This characterization of 6 is sometimes more convenient han is the definition, and will be used 
in the proof of our next theorem. 
Suppose that f ~ X is fixed. We say that f* is strongly unique of order a if, for some 
M = M( f )  > 0, there exists a ~/= 7(f ,  M) > 0 such that, for all h E K with I Ih - f * l l  < M, 
IIh- f l l  ~ IIf* - f l l  +~l lh  - f*l l  a. 
In the context of simultaneous approximation, we say that (fg)* is strongly unique of order a if, 
for some M > 0, there exists a 7 = ?( f ,  g, M) > 0, such that, for all h c K with II h -  (fg)* l[ <- M, 
• (h) >_ ~((fg)*) +~/ll h - (fg)*ll ~. 
The following theorem, published by Lin [10], describes a connection between modulus of 
convexity and strong uniqueness. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose X is a uniformly convex Banach space with modulus of convexity of 
power type p, K is a closed convex subset of X,  and f E X.  Then f* is strongly unique of 
order p. 
Assuming linearity of K,  Huotari  and Sahab [7] showed that  Lin's theorem is essentially a 
characterization i  the individual-approximation context. Also in [7], it was shown that  Lin's 
theorem can be extended to the simultaneous-approximation c text if K is assumed to be linear 
and the norm is assumed to be smooth. The following theorem makes neither of these two 
assumptions. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose X is a uniformly convex Banach space with modulus of convexity of 
power type p, and K is a closed convex subset of X. Then, for any f, g E X, (fg)* is strongly 
unique of order p. 
PROOF. Suppose first that (fg)* = g*. By Theorem 5.2, there exist M > 0 and ~ > 0 such that  
IIg - hll _> II(fg)* - gll + 711h - (fg)*ll p (i) 
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whenever {{h - (fg)*[[ _< M. By Theorem 5.1, }{g - (fg)*[[ _> [If - (fg)*[[. Thus, (i) implies that  
• (h) >_ ~((fg)*)  ÷ ")'{{h - (fg)*H p. 
A symmetr ic  argument applies if (fg)* = f*. 
For the remainder of this proof, we will suppose that  f* ~ (fg)* ~ g*. In this case, Theorem 5.1 
entai ls that  II f -  (fg)* II = IIg- (fg)* II and for every h e K ,  either T+ ( f  - (fg)*, (fg)* -- h) > 0 or 
T+ (g -- ( fg)*,  ( f g )* -- h) > O. Without  loss of generality, we assume T+ ( f -- ( f g ) *, ( f g ) * -- h) > O. 
For every h E K with I Ih- (fg)* II <- 2Nf -  (fg)* II, it follows from the definition of the one-sided 
Gateaux  derivative and the convexity of the norm that  
3{{f-(fg)*{{ >- {If-hi{- > f- (fg)*2 ÷h >_ {{f_(fg),{{. 
Given z E X,  let n(z) = z /Hf  - h H. By Diestel 's 
that  
So, 
Lemma cited above, there exists k > 0, such 
1 - {{n(f - h) + n( f  - (fg)*){{ > k{ln(f - h) - n ( f  - (fg)*)llP. 
2 
f h+(fg)*2 - < (1 -k  {{(fg)*Nf_-hl{p'~h{lp ]{{ f -h{{"  
Therefore, 
{If - hi{ _ f h ÷ 2(fg)* ÷ k {{ (fg)*[-~--)~p_~- hllp 
-> {If - (fg)*{{ ÷ vH(fg)* - hH p, 
where 
Since {If - (fg)*{{ = {{g - 
k 
V -- 3p - l l l f  - (fg), l lp- l"  
(fg)* {{, we have that  
• (h) = 
> 
> 
max(l l f  - hi{, {{g - h{{) 
{If - hi{ 
{If - (fg)*{{ + "Yll(fg)* - h{{ p 
max( l l f  - (fg)*{{, {{g - (fg)*{{) + V l l ( fg )*  - hi{ p 
'~((fg)*) + ~{{(fg)*  - h}{~. 
This completes the proof. 
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